
Giving an AI Data 
Company the Brand 
Structure it Needs

Brand Engagement Case Study
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 
(ML) drives today’s world. From smartphones 
to smart cities, data is the brains behind 
technology that can think. The challenge? This 
data is often in a raw, unstructured form that 
cannot power AI and ML to think in logical 
ways. And giving structure to this data is what 
Shaip does best. What Spoke does best is 
bringing a brand to life so that it activates a 
prospect to begin a buying process.

When people clearly  
understand your brand  
attributes and benefits, they  
are more likely to develop  
meaningful connections  
with your business.
Hubspot Marketing Statistics

91%
of customers say they are consistently  
loyal to brands they feel good about.

Case Study: Shaip



Brand Engagement drives 
consumer action through 
positive brand experiences. 
Spoke helped Shaip develop 
a new brand so that the 
complex AI data offering was 
not only digestible and easy 
to grasp, it had a clear benefit 
that had buyer appeal.
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Case Study: Shaip

Shaip knew where they wanted to go.  
They just didn’t have a map to guide them.

Although technically a startup, Shaip was founded by an organization  

with over a decade of experience in the field of creating structured data for 

healthcare. Yes, it’s a good industry to be in, but Shaip knew that their largest 

growth opportunity was through industry expansion. But how do you take  

your experience in healthcare and reach companies with AI initiatives in  

insurance, finance and technology? 

Spoke started with our Destination Mapping™ process. We learned what  

Shaip did best, the benefits to the target, and their competitive differences.  

With this in hand we began to literally map out a creative brand direction that 

focused on a clear benefit: Better AI Data. Better Results. It took complexity  

and turned it into something simple to understand as buyers went from  

asking “who is Shaip?” to “we need to talk with Shaip, today.”
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Single Most Important Message:
Shaip is a fully managed data platform designed for companies looking to solve the most demanding 
AI challenges enabling smarter, faster and better results.

The transformation of unstructured data into the structured  
AI data represented within the Shaip logo:

The Shaip logo draws upon taking data, unstructured in the raw form, and giving it structure. You can see It the logo framework 
where this data lives to power the most challenging AI projects. It’s data of the highest quality. And with better data, you get 
better AI results for your most demanding AI initiatives.

Unstructured Data Structured Data
(Training Data)

Framework
(AI/Blackbox)

Client Implementation
(Patterns)

Shaip Logo

Tagline & Target Industries:

Better AI Data. Better Results.

Key Target Personas:

Data Scientists
I need a reliable resource 
that allows me to focus my 
time on more critical data 
science work.

Director of AI
I need accurate data for my 
AI project to ensure it does 
not undermine our customer 
experience efforts.

AI Product Manager
I need my product to be 
launched on time, on budget 
and to meet the required 
business outcomes.

Shaip Brand Engagement Strategy

Case Study: Shaip



Case Study: Shaip

Technology can be boring.  
But the brand shouldn’t be. 

Honestly, AI data is all about ones and zeros.  

Insert yawn here. It’s not as cool as selling a sports  

car. Or is it? At Spoke, we believe that Brand 

Engagement can’t achieve success without actually 

building a brand that catches the target’s eye and 

appeals to their sense of wanting something that is 

new, better and helps them achieve a desired outcome. 

We had to build brand appeal through messaging  

that told a story no other AI data provider was telling; 

that was what our client and the buyer wanted to 

hear. This messaging point of difference lived within 

a design framework that was just as unique and 

appealing to the target. 
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Spoke Philosophy: 
“You haven’t told your story 
until someone else can tell it.”

Telling your story begins 
by understanding your 
customers, your mission 
and your brand. Keep your 
messaging simple. People 
don’t need to know every 
aspect of your saga, just the 
parts that will inspire them  
to take action.



Case Study: Shaip

Once we engage the target, we get them to take an important 
action: embrace the brand.

There’s an old saying in marketing, “You can’t bore someone into buying your product.” 

Spoke gave the Shaip brand marketable appeal. Now brand activation would turn 

prospects into leads and eventually buyers. But we didn’t focus 100% on driving sales. 

That can seem a bit heavy handed to a prospect and turn them off from the get go. 

Instead, for Shaip, we built brand activation solutions to generate trial, awareness, brand 

switching and brand loyalty. Tactics ranged from sales decks that told a story instead of 

focusing on pure selling. We created a website that showed how Shaip understood the 

challenges faced by those responsible for AI initiatives. Once they earned the right to  

be heard, the benefit of better AI data for better results was presented.
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A Brand Engagement program is a 
critical step to ensuring your company 
brand is ready to engage and build favor 
with your potential customers. Having 
a solid framework that addresses the 
different buyer personas, buying triggers, 
and stages of your buyer’s journey — 
coupled with a highly targeted brand 
voice and visual aesthetic — will increase 
buyer confidence and your bottom line.

Start planning your customer brand engagement today.
Contact Dan Klein at (314) 623.1439 to schedule an appointment to learn more 
about our Brand Engagement programs. 

SPOKEMARKETING.COM


